
Robert Canis Photography 
www.robertcanis.com 

Tel: 07939 117570 

Terms and Conditions 
 

1. Provisional bookings will be held for a maximum period of 7 days pending receipt of the booking 
form and deposit. If neither booking form nor deposit is received in this time then Robert 
reserves the right to consider your provisional booking cancelled.   

 
2. A booking will be confirmed once the booking form along with the non-refundable deposit has 

been received and confirmed by email by Robert Canis. See point 6.  
 

3. The balance will become due and payable not later than 60 days prior to the workshop date. 
Should the balance not be paid in this time and emails from Robert regarding this have not been 
responded to then Robert reserves the right to consider your place cancelled and has the right 
to re-sell your place. Your deposit is non-refundable.    

  
4. When applicable (including website information and email communication) it is a condition of 

booking that all participants book onto those flights and into those hotels requested by Robert 
Canis. Should the participant make alternative flight arrangements contrary to Robert Canis’ 
requests and that the flight be delayed, Robert Canis (and the group) will wait for up to 90 
minutes after they, themselves, have arrived in Arrivals. After that period, he/she will be liable 
for full transfer costs from the destination airport to the accommodation where the group will 
be staying.   

 
5. Should the tour not reach the minimum number required as stated on the website, Robert Canis 

reserves the right to cancel the tour. You will be notified of when to book your flights only when 
the minimum number has been reached.  
 

6. Unless notice of cancellation is given at least 60 days prior to the workshop date and receipt of 
the cancellation is confirmed by Robert Canis by email, the balance will remain due and payable. 
However, Robert Canis will endeavour to find a replacement where, if successful, a full refund 
(less the deposit) will be made. Should Robert be unsuccessful in selling your place at full cost 
then he reserves the right to do so at a reduced price. Once re-sold, it is a condition of booking 
that you pay the difference.  

 
7. In accordance with "The Package Travel, Package Holidays and Package Tours Regulations 1992", 

all that book with Robert Canis Photography are fully protected for all monies paid arising from 
cancellation or curtailment of the travel arrangements you have made due to the insolvency of 
Robert Canis Photography.   

  
8. Should the workshop be cancelled by Robert Canis, for whatever reason, a full refund of the 

amount paid will be made minus the non-refundable deposit. 
 
9. As with all things in nature, nothing is ever guaranteed. Therefore, Robert Canis and his 

associates accept no responsibility, whatsoever, for no-showing of those subjects/species 
mentioned.     
 



10. Robert Canis reserves the right to change the programme or tour guide due to circumstances 
beyond his reasonable control. Any significant alterations will be advised to you, and any 
alterations so made will be of a similar quality to those described. 
 

11. During the tour you must behave in a way that is not disruptive, upsetting or dangerous to you 
or anyone else and you must follow the reasonable requests of the tour leader. Robert Canis 
reserves the right to terminate your participation in the tour if your behaviour is, in his 
reasonable opinion, in breach of this obligation and in such circumstances Robert Canis will have 
no further liability to you. 
 

12. In the event of currency fluctuations and/or abnormal supply price increases which include 
finding alternative hotel accommodation due to hotel cancellations, damage, closure or 
refurbishment, for example, between a tour being advertised and it taking place, Robert Canis 
reserves the right to alter the overall charge of the tour. 
  

13. Robert Canis cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage to personal items or for personal 
accident or injury. To take part in one of Robert Canis’ tours, you must be covered by adequate 
insurance for the duration of the tour and activities undertaken. The insurance must cover for 
cancellation and curtailment, medical and emergency expenses (including repatriation), personal 
accident injury and death. In addition, you should be insured against loss of or damage to 
baggage, personal possessions and flight cancellations/delays.  

14. You are wholly responsible for any photographic equipment loaned to you by Robert Canis 
or by any other member of the group at any time throughout the workshop/tour and are 
liable for any repairs or replacements required as a result of accident, mistreatment or loss 
whilst in your procession.  

 
15. Drones are not permitted on any of Robert's workshops or tours. Although he understands 

their photographic potential and importance in recording landscapes and animal species, 
he feels that the enjoyment of the group (and others) will be compromised by the sight and 
sound of the drone.  

16. Should a dispute arise during the tour, Robert Canis will attempt to resolve this to the best of his 
ability. You are to make Robert aware of any problems immediately and not after the tour end 
date. The decision of Robert Canis Photography Ltd is final and no discussion will be entered 
into.  

 
 


